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Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey welcoming you to"Arts and 
Africa". How many African painters can you think of who have 
acquired a true international reputation? I doubt many names will spring 
to mind, if any at all, because unlike their literary counterparts, 
successful African artists still tend to be known only in their 
home countries. Well one ·artist who I'm happy to say has broken 
this mould is Ablade Glovero He's a painter from Ghana, and an 
important exhibition of his work has just opened at the Africa 
Centre here in London. Ablade was bom 48 years ago in Accra. 
He trained in Ghana, Britain and the United States and his 
w9rk, as well as being exhibited widely, is now represented in 
numerous institutional and international collections. Last year 
he won a prestigious Italian award and he · is now to be included 
in the International Dictionary of Contemporary Artists. Well 
producer of Arts and Africa, Nick Barker, has visited the show and is 
with me now. Nick, what's Ablade's exhibition like? 

NICK BARKER 

Well I was tremendously impressed with it. I think it's one 
of the most different and original shows by any African artist 
I've seen in a number of years. The show consists of abaut 30 oil 
paintings and the subject matter is 'Life in the Ghanaian market'. 
Ablade is particularly interested in women,.particularly the market 
mamees. His style is extremely abstract and when you go close up to 
the canvas you just see this abstract mass of thick oil paint and 
it's very difficult to work out what ' s happening. But as you 
move back from the canvas, suddenly the meaning in the painting 
becomes clear. You see these beautiful r.epresentations of the day-to-day 
life of the market women. What I think is quite curious about his 
work is that the artist doesn ' t let you come close to the people 
in his canvases. You can see the mannerisms,and postures of these 
women but you don't really understand the psychology of them. I put 
it to him that his market women are rather aloof and they ·spurn. 
us, the viewers, although he didn't accept that point. 
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·:.::cr·b.~·p~ t.bi.:;- -most L":ltriguing thing about him is the medium 
th~~ he uses. qe uses oil paint and he uses it with great freedom and 
fqr-·ocity an.d you ,;:,an f~el, through his painting, that he loves 
applyj.ng this oiJ pa int with thick brush strokes and with a palette
knita. I put it to him that ~h1s was a very unusual medium for an 
African artist to be working in. 
ABLADE GLOVER 

My training has had a lot of Western influence and I enjoy using 
oils. I started I'eally with gouache and then gradually I started 
using the palette lmi:!e with gouach and then I switched onto 
oil colours and I enjoy that. It's this plastic thing and this 
plastic feeling with the knife gives me a sort of stab as I go 
along and Itm settled with it, I enjoy doing it. 

NICK BARKER 

One can certainly feel the intensity and urgency with which you 
applied the oil paint. You really seem to enjoy using oil paint. 

ABLADE GLOVER 

Yes, I do certainly enjoy it. I sit far back - as you see there's 
no real detail in my work - I don't get down to any details at all. 
I try to get an impression of what's in my head and I sit back, look 
at it and go and put the colour there and if it's right I leave it 
there, if it's not I just scrape it with a palette lmife. And 
it goes on like this until I get tm impression I want. It is 
enjoyable, I do enjoy it tremendously, except that, of course, at the 
end of th~ day I feel very tired because I've got to stand up and 
go to the canvas :then come back walking and by the end of the day 
I do something like 20 miles or 40 mil~s just in the studio. 

NICK B~l:lKER 

Now I think that you've made a very interesting pointthere because 
when one looks at your pictures close up, one is confronted 
with a chaotic mass of very,very thick oil paint and it's very 
difficult to see what is actually taking place in that canvas 
until one goes back maybe three or four yards and then suddenly 
the canvas comes to life. People appear out of nowhere, the forms 
make sense. 

ABLADE GLOVER 

That's the impression that I want to create. I think with my work 
one has really got to be far away from tmpic~ which is how I 
paint it. Therefore, if you get any closer you wouldn't see anything. 
A lot of the picture is made in tte eye of the onlooker, the man 
looking. He's also got to see things like the picture, There is 
my painting of a cock fight. Somebody was looking at it and told 
me it looked like a lot of water coming down from a mountain. 
I mean that's a bit much! (Laughs) All the same a lot of people 
see a lot of things. 
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NICK BARKER 

But I think the interesting thi,ng is that when I first went up 
to that canvas, it's a canvas depicting two cocks. They are set 
on an extremely dark background and they are confronting one another. 
Their two beaks are meeting and there's incredible tension in that 
painting. But when I first went up to it I didn't see anything 
but a mass of black splodgy oil paint. Then suddenly those two 
cocks were there, fighting. 

ABLADE GLOVER 

Exactly. This 1s the impression it gives to most people who look 
at it at first glance and maybe too close. But as soon as you 
go back and begin to fathom, more or leas, what is happening, you 
begin to see the picture as I intend it to be or whatever you 
see really as long as it interests you. A lot of things are happening 
in these pictures. Particularly the colour sensations which I like 
to bring out. A:t first I was painting dark colours then friends started 
saying:" Look what is this? Is the English training ruining you" 
(Laughs) But soon I ventured into colours and now I can, wi-th ~me 
courage, dig into the colour can and just put it there. Before this 
was quite difficult, I couldn't do it. 

NICK BARKER 

Ablade, I think at this stage, it would be nice to actually go 
round the exhibition and you could show me certain paintings 
that you particularly like. 

ABLADE GLOVER 

Yes,OK. 

NICK BARKER 

Ablade, we're now standing in front of the first picture in the 
show and it's a birds eye view of a Ghanaian market. Now it's very 
colourful, the oil paint<has been applied with great blobs and it's 
been smeared with a pale'tte kn~ and when you look at it close up, 
it's just a chaotic mess·but as we now stand back from it, it 
really. comes to life and jou can see the roofs in the market and you 
can see all the thousands of little people swarming around. Do you 
think that's a fair description. 

ABLADE GLOVER 

Yes, I would say so. I think you're right there. It's a picture that 
came to me, as it were, I was driving with a friend in Kumasi and just 
above the market I saw the top of tm.market and all I could see were 
the heads and roofs and it carved quite an interesting feeling. 
So getting home I started wor~ing on it. I did the first one 
and then I thought I could go on and this is the second picture from 
that feeling I had that afternoon. The end product, what came out 
of it, the sensation I had, I think it's alright, I like it. 
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NICK BARKER 

No~ next to it we have a picture whi ch is clearly almost the same 
scene, the market viewed from a birds eye perspective except 
t..liat you've abstracted. :further. The roofs of the huts in the 
market are now bright, flat plains of complimentary colour. 

ABLADE GLOVER 

4gain. it's.a ~~el~ment from the first picture, which I call 
markadelic" 

NICK BARKER 

Which is a pun on psyohadelic. 

AB.LADE GLOVER 

Yes that's right. Having finished this picture I wanted to take 
out the frills and come to basics, - that's playing with colour, 
just reduce everything to colour. That picture really started putting 
the gold down, the yellow colours the reds, just to bring 
everything to a level of colour sensation_ 

NICK BARKER 

Having shown me these birds eye views of the· market, we then 
turned to the numerous paintings of market women going about 
their daily business in the market. I asked Ablade which of these 
was his favourite, and he pointed to a striking canvas which 
portrayed three women in the middle of the turmoil and hubbub of 
the market. I was struck by the power of the picture and was 
particularly intrigued by_the main figure in the foreground -
a market woman who appeared almost to be floating. So what impression 
was Ablade trying to convey? 

ABLADE GLOVER 

The impressiop I wanted to create was the way the women float along 
in the market as if the. rest don't matter, as if they're not 
there like a detached feeling. I think that women came out 
successfully. I like what came out. The whole thing is rather 
dark but the feeling came out well. I think I got the thing I 
wanted and for me I stop there. You will realise that it is quite 
4ifferent from the other paintings. 

NICK BARKER 

There 1s certainly a stronger sense of the women floating. Could I 
just take you up on this point about the women in the market'l 
What interests me about those three women in that picture is that . 
although we can see the posture, the poises, the mannerisms of these 
women, we the viewers aren't allowed closer into the action. 
We can't really see what sort of people they are, what emotions 
they're feeling on that particular day. and I feel this is characteristic 
of a lot o! your work, you keep us back. 

ABLADE GLOVER 

Well if the viewer 1s kept back, maybe it's the Ghanaian women's 
attitude. 
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NICK BARKER 

You think perhaps t he women are rejecting us? 

A.BLADE Gl,OVER 

Oh well I think the Ghanaian woman is rather welcom1ng, very, very 
Joving and it's not rejecting as such but it is_true also~that she 
is sometimes detached a lot ot the time. When I copy her, I want to 
copy her like she 1s, like she operates in the mar~~t. Id~ not 
think I understand the woman really, quite yet. I do what I see 
and all I know·· and the feeling I get about women 1n the market is 
simply that she's dynamic, she's everything and she's JErticularly 
strong. She has taken over the Ghanaian society and she reigns 
everywhere in all spheres of Ghanaian life and :tor that matter if she 
keeps you detached, and keeps you away !ra her life as 
you see it 1n the picture, then that is because she is that strong. 

NICK BARKER 

How ~luenced has your work been by your experience 1n Europe 
and America and working within a Western tradition,how has this 
affected you? 

ABLADE GLOVER 

Again, I don't lmow I've been affected. I'm trying mch to be 
a Ghanaian and !or that matter, an African. A friend of mine, 
when the exhibition was opened here, told me:"This is all great but 
it doesn't look African, it's not really you". My answer to that is 
"Then I have not ended it all". This is not the end. I think that 
in what you show, not necessarily the subject, there must be 
some A:fricaness. That is if I think of myself as an African. In 
the end the work you portray is the inner Africaness. If that 
hasn't come out yet then it means I have a long way to go. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The Ghanaian painter Ablade Glover talking there to Nick Barker 
about his current show in London. Well that's all we have time for now 
so until the same time next week this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey 
saying goodbye. 
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